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1!NWHSE! 2! 3! 1! 0!
1!NEHSW! 3! 0! 0! 1!
2!NWHSE! 2! 0! 1! 0!
2!NEHSW! 0! 0! 3! 4!
3!NWHSE! 2! 0! 1! 0!
3!NEHSW! 3! 0! 3! 2!
4!NWHSE! 2! 0! 0! 1!
4!NEHSW! 0! 0! 4! 2!
5!NWHSE! 2! 0! 2! 1!
5!NEHSW! 1! 1! 3! 4!
6!NWHSE! 2! 1! 1! 1!
6!NEHSW! 1! 2! 9! 2!








1!NWHSE! 5! 1! 8! 6!
1!NEHSW! 0! 0! 10! 11!
2!NWHSE! 10! 0! 14! 13!
2!NEHSW! 3! 1! 24! 25!
3!NWHSE! 13! 1! 12! 17!
3!NEHSW! 4! 2! 13! 16!
4!NWHSE! 8! 1! 14! 15!
4!NEHSW! 3! 1! 21! 12!
5!NWHSE! 9! 0! 14! 17!
5!NEHSW! 3! 1! 12! 13!
6!NWHSE! 3! 0! 15! 12!
6!NEHSW! 4! 0! 10! 11!
















!!!Unmarked!Seen!Group=1;! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sample! Plot!1! Plot!2! Plot!3!
1! 1.51! 1.57! 1.85!
2! 1.69! 1.60! 1.77!
3! 1.68! 1.53! 1.56!
4! 1.55! 1.58! 1.55!
5! 1.59! 1.56! 1.53!
6! 1.52! 1.61! 1.53!
7! 1.52! 1.49! 1.60!
8! 1.52! 1.73! 1.65!
9! 1.60! 1.54! 1.45!
10! 1.61! 1.50! 1.41!
11! 1.59! 1.64! 1.81!
12! 1.51! 1.51! 1.43!
13! 1.60! 1.54! 1.58!
14! 1.62! 1.64! 1.55!
15! 1.71! 1.54! 1.78!
16! 1.61! 1.51! 1.59!
Mean! 1.59! 1.57! 1.60!













Time! Behavior! Time! Behavior!
5:28:00! Emerge! 5:57:00! Move!
5:29:00! Sit! 5:59:30! Sit!
5:32:00! Move! 6:00:20! Move!
5:35:00! Sit! 6:00:30! Sit/Rotate!
5:35:00! Eat1! 6:02:20! DOM!
5:35:00! Move! 6:02:25! Move!
5:35:00! Eat1! 6:02:50! DOM!
5:36:56! Move! 6:02:52! Sit!
5:37:00! DOM! 6:03:00! Move!
5:37:50! Sit! 6:06:45! Sit!
5:38:00! Move! 6:07:25! Move!
5:39:05! Sit/Rotate! 6:08:00! Sit!
5:39:30! Move! 6:08:27! DOM!
5:41:20! Sit! 6:08:32! Sit!
5:42:00! Move! 6:10:06! Eat2!
5:42:15! RTB/E! 6:10:49! DOM!
5:43:43! Emerge! 6:10:54! Sit!
5:46:00! Sit! 6:11:20! Move!
5:46:51! Move! 6:15:38! Eat2!
5:48:16! Sit! 6:16:00! Move!
5:48:55! Move! 6:17:06! Sit!
5:49:20! Sit! 6:17:25! Move!
5:50:10! DOM! 6:20:07! Eat3!
5:50:20! Sit/Rotate! 6:23:15! Move!
5:53:18! Move! 6:26:47! Eat2!
5:53:30! Sit! 6:28:37! Move!
5:54:13! Move! 6:31:50! Sit!
5:54:45! DABM! 6:33:15! Move!
5:55:15! Move! 6:43:20! Sit!
















! 1! 544! 214.24! 92! 997!
! 2! 517! 143.38! 169! 864!
Plot!1! 3! 313! 67.68! 143! 483!
! 4! 463! 131.68! 148! 778!
! 5! 426! 118.03! 150! 702!
! 6! 629! 243.43! 97! 1161!
! Mean! 482! ! ! !
! σ! 108.36! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !
! 1! 19! 2.22! 15! 24!
! 2! 75! 44.91! 0! 164!
Plot!3! 3! 34! 10.40! 12! 55!
! 4! 67! 39.53! 0! 146!
! 5! 54! 22.28! 8! 100!
! 6! 49! 16.17! 15! 84!
! Mean! 50! ! ! !
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63!
!
!
Fig.$9.!!Specialized!male!tracks!in!progress!(upper)!and!surrounding!a!burrow!
(lower).!
64!
!
!
Fig.$10.!!Captive!late!instar!U.(tanneri!constructing!a!burrow.!!The!burrow!plug!is!
located!behind!the!cricket.!
65!
!
!
!
!
!
Fig.$11.!Male!(left)!and!female!(right)!U.(tanneri!engaging!in!copulation.!
66!
!
!
!
!
!
Fig.$12.!!Coyote!(C.1latrans)!scat!predominantly!containing!remains!of!U.1tanneri.!!
The!knife!is!5.71!cm!in!length.!
67!
!
!
!
Fig.$13.!!Photograph!of!pinned!specimens!of!Eleodes1obscurus!(left),!U.1tanneri!
(center),!and!E.1caudiferus!(right)!illustrating!the!similarity!of!the!appearance!of!
U.1tanneri!to!the!noxious!tenebrionids.!
